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Description

Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention relates to a hot-water
supply unit having an electric component unit configured
to operate a heating mechanism for heating up water
stored in a tank.

Background

[0002] Hot-water supply units are usually each provid-
ed with a heating mechanism for heating up water stored
in a tank and an electric component unit for operating the
heating mechanism.
[0003] EP 2 330 360 A1 discloses to dispose the heat-
ing mechanism and the electric component unit above
the tank. With this arrangement structure, the hot-water
supply unit can be designed narrow, and the installation
area of the hot-water supply unit can be minimized. The
installation area can be further minimized by arranging
the electric component unit so as to extend in a vertical
direction above the tank.
[0004] However, if the electric component unit is ver-
tically long, the electric component unit would become
an obstacle to perform a maintenance of the heating
mechanism from the outside, and would also become
difficult to be removed out from the housing. Hence, it is
desirable that the installation area can be minimized with-
out impairing the maintainability of the heating mecha-
nism.
[0005] US 2012/079995 A1 discloses a hot-water sup-
ply unit, comprising: a housing; a tank disposed within
the housing, and configured to store water; a heating
mechanism disposed within a machine space which is
formed by the housing therein, and configured to heat up
the water stored in the tank; and an electric component
unit disposed within the machine space, and having a
plurality of electric components configured to operate at
least a part of the heating mechanism; wherein: the hous-
ing includes a removable side plate which covers at least
a part of the machine space; the heating mechanism is
positioned rearward of the electric component unit with
respect to the removable side plate; the electric compo-
nent unit has a lower component box accommodating at
least one of the electric components, and an upper com-
ponent box accommodating at least another of the elec-
tric components; and the upper component box is con-
figured to be switched between a first state of being po-
sitioned on the lower component box within the housing
and a second state of being positioned outside of the
housing.

Summary

[0006] The object of the present invention is to provide
a hot-water supply unit and a maintenance method for a
heating mechanism of a hot-water supply unit that can

strike a balance of minimizing the installation area and
improving the maintainability of the heating mechanism.
[0007] A first aspect of the present invention provides
a hot-water supply unit comprising: a housing; a tank
disposed within the housing, and configured to store wa-
ter; a heating mechanism disposed within a machine
space which is formed by the housing therein, and con-
figured to heat up the water stored in the tank; and an
electric component unit disposed within the machine
space, and having a plurality of electric components con-
figured to operate at least a part of the heating mecha-
nism; wherein: the housing includes a removable side
plate which covers at least a part of the machine space;
the heating mechanism is positioned rearward of the
electric component unit with respect to the removable
side plate; the electric component unit has a lower com-
ponent box accommodating at least one of the electric
components, and an upper component box accommo-
dating at least another of the electric components; and
the upper component box is configured to be switched
between a first state of being positioned on the lower
component box within the housing and a second state of
being positioned outside of the housing. The heating
mechanism is positioned above the tank. The hot-water
supply unit further comprises a thermal insulator posi-
tioned at a lower inside of the housing, a main frame
disposed within the machine space to support the heating
mechanism and the electric component unit substantially
within the main frame, and a support plate disposed be-
tween the thermal insulator and the main frame and sup-
porting the main frame with respect to the thermal insu-
lator. The upper component box is attached to the main
frame in a detachable manner. The housing is configured
such that at least a part of the upper component box in
the first state is exposed to outside of the housing when
the removable side plate is removed.
[0008] With the above configuration, the electric com-
ponent unit can be separated into at least two parts in
the vertical direction, and the upper part is capable of
being removed from the lower part and positioned outside
the housing. Thus, the maintainability of the heating
mechanism can be improved while minimizing the instal-
lation area of the hot-water supply unit.
[0009] The installation area of the hot-water supply unit
can be minimized, for instance, by disposing the heating
mechanism and the electric component unit over the
tank. Meanwhile, when the electric component unit ex-
tends vertically, the electric component unit would be-
come an obstacle to access to other components behind
the electric component from the outside even though the
removable side plate is removable. Maintainability can
be therefore improved by the above configuration in that
at least a part of the electric component unit is removable
from the other part to be positioned outside the housing.
In this way, easy maintenance can be achieved as well
as a minimal installation area.
[0010] Moreover, with the above configuration, the up-
per component box in the first state is easy to observe
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and touch from the outside. Thereby, the upper compo-
nent box can be removed out more easily.
[0011] According to a preferred embodiment of the hot-
water supply unit mentioned above, the removable side
plate is configured to cover an inspection opening formed
in the housing and leading to the machine space; and
the housing is configured such that the upper component
box can be switched between the first state and the sec-
ond state through the inspection opening.
[0012] With the above configuration, the inspection
opening is utilized not only for performing the mainte-
nance of the machine space from the outside but also
for removing the upper component box out. Thereby, an-
other opening just for removing the upper component
box out does not need to be formed in the housing. More-
over, the upper component box can be easily removed
out.
[0013] According to another preferred embodiment of
any one of the hot-water supply units with the inspection
opening mentioned above, the position of the lower end
of the upper component box in the first state is higher
than or equal to the position of the lower end of the in-
spection opening.
[0014] With the above configuration, it is less likely that
the lower end of the inspection opening hampers the re-
moval of the upper component box. Thereby, the upper
component box can be removed out more easily.
[0015] According to another preferred embodiment of
any one of the hot-water supply units mentioned above,
the upper component box has an opening in a side sur-
face, the side surface facing to the removable side plate
when the upper component box is in the first state.
[0016] With the above configuration, the inner part of
the upper component box becomes exposed to outside
just by removing the removable side plate. Thereby, the
maintenance of the heating mechanism while checking
the state of the electric components is facilitated.
[0017] According to another preferred embodiment of
any one of the hot-water supply units mentioned above,
the upper component box is movably supported such that
the upper component box in the first state and the upper
component box in the second state are substantially par-
allel.
[0018] With the above configuration, the posture of the
upper component box is kept even when the upper com-
ponent box is switched between the first state and the
second state. When the electric component unit in the
first state is configured so as to be easy to observe from
the outside of the housing, such observability can be
maintained even when the upper component box is in
the second state. Thus, the maintenance of the heating
mechanism while checking the state of the electric com-
ponents is facilitated.
[0019] According to another preferred embodiment of
any one of the hot-water supply units mentioned above,
the hot-water supply unit further comprising: a stabilizing
member configured to stabilize the upper component box
in the second state with respect to the housing.

[0020] With the above configuration, the upper com-
ponent box can be easily set to the second state close
to the housing. Thereby, the upper component box can
be easily shifted to the second state, and the mainte-
nance of the heating mechanism while checking the state
of the electric components is also facilitated.
[0021] According to another preferred embodiment of
any one of the hot-water supply units mentioned above,
the hot-water supply units mentioned above further com-
prises: connection elements connected to both the upper
component box and the heating mechanism, wherein:
each of the connection elements is made of a flexible
material and has a length long enough to maintain the
connection with both the upper component box and the
heating mechanism when upper component box is in the
second state, or is detachable from at least one of the
upper component box and the heating mechanism.
[0022] With the above configuration, it is possible to
avoid damaging the connecting structure between the
upper component box and the heating mechanism when
the upper component box is shifted to the second state.
[0023] According to another preferred embodiment of
any one of the hot-water supply units mentioned above,
the electric component accommodated in the lower com-
ponent box includes a transformer.
[0024] The transformer is preferable not to be removed
from the housing, since relatively thick cables from the
heating mechanism side are connected. If such thick ca-
bles need to be elongated so as to remove the part in-
cluding the transformer outside, more space is required
to accommodate the thick cables. Thus, with the above
configuration, an increase in the installation area due to
such space can be prevented.
[0025] According to another preferred embodiment of
any one of the hot-water supply units mentioned above,
the height of the electric component unit in the first state
is greater than the height of the removable side plate.
[0026] If the overall height of the electric component
unit is greater, it is possible to increase the number of
the electric components in the electric component unit.
In this regard, even in a case where the overall height of
the electric component unit is greater than the height of
the removable side plate, the maintainability of the heat-
ing mechanism can be ensured since the electric com-
ponent unit is vertically separable. Thus, with the above
configuration, it is possible to increase the number of the
electric components in the electric component unit with-
out deteriorating the maintainability of the heating mech-
anism.
[0027] According to another preferred embodiment of
any one of the hot-water supply units with the inspection
opening mentioned above, the height of the electric com-
ponent unit in the first state is greater than the height of
the inspection opening.
[0028] Even in a case where the overall height of the
electric component unit is greater than the height of the
inspection opening, the maintainability of the heating
mechanism can be ensured since the electric component
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unit is vertically separable. Thus, with the above config-
uration, it is possible to increase the number of the electric
components in the electric component unit without dete-
riorating the maintainability of the heating mechanism.
[0029] A second aspect of the present invention pro-
vides a maintenance method for a heating mechanism
of a hot-water supply unit, the maintenance method com-
prising: a housing; a tank disposed within the housing,
and configured to store water; the heating mechanism
disposed within a machine space which is formed by the
housing therein, and configured to heat up the water
stored in the tank; and an electric component unit dis-
posed within the machine space, and having a plurality
of electric components configured to operate at least a
part of the heating mechanism, wherein: the housing in-
cludes a removable side plate which covers at least a
part of the machine space; the heating mechanism is
positioned rearward of the electric component unit with
respect to the removable side plate; and the electric com-
ponent unit has a lower component box accommodating
at least one of the electric components and an upper
component box accommodating at least another of the
electric components, the maintenance method compris-
ing: removing the removable side plate; and switching
the state of the upper component box from a first state
where the upper component box is positioned on the low-
er component box within the housing to a second state
where the upper component box is positioned outside of
the housing. The heating mechanism is positioned above
the tank. The hot-water supply unit further comprises a
thermal insulator positioned at a lower inside of the hous-
ing, a main frame disposed within the machine space to
support the heating mechanism and the electric compo-
nent unit substantially within the main frame, and a sup-
port plate disposed between the thermal insulator and
the main frame and supporting the main frame with re-
spect to the thermal insulator. The upper component box
is attached to the main frame in a detachable manner.
The housing is configured such that at least a part of the
upper component box in the first state is exposed to out-
side of the housing when the removable side plate is
removed. The switching includes detaching the upper
component box from the main frame.
[0030] Thereby, the electric component unit can be
separated into at least two parts in the vertical direction,
and the upper part is capable of being removed from the
lower part and positioned outside the housing. Thus, the
maintainability of the heating mechanism can be im-
proved while minimizing the installation area of the hot-
water supply unit.
[0031] The installation area of the hot-water supply unit
can be minimized, for instance, by disposing the heating
mechanism and the electric component unit over the
tank. Meanwhile, when the electric component unit ex-
tends vertically, the electric component unit would be-
come an obstacle to access to other components behind
the electric component from the outside even though the
removable side plate is removable. Maintainability can

be therefore improved by the above configuration in that
at least a part of the electric component unit is removable
from the other part to be positioned outside the housing.
In this way, easy maintenance can be achieved as well
as a minimal installation area.
[0032] According to a preferred embodiment of the
maintenance method mentioned above, the hot-water
supply unit further comprises connection elements con-
nected to both the upper component box and the heating
mechanism when the upper component box is in the first
state; and the switching switches the state of the upper
component box from the first state to the second state
while maintaining the connection of each of the connec-
tion elements with both the upper component box and
the heating mechanism.
[0033] Thereby, the heating mechanism can be sub-
jected to maintenance without disconnecting the upper
component box from the heating mechanism. Thus, the
maintainability of the heating mechanism is enhanced.
[0034] According to another preferred embodiment of
the maintenance method mentioned above, the hot-wa-
ter supply unit further comprises: connection elements
connected to both the upper component box and the
heating mechanism when the upper component box is
in the first state, each of the connection elements being
detachable from at least one of the upper component box
and the heating mechanism; and the maintenance meth-
od further comprises disconnecting each of the connec-
tion elements from at least one of the upper component
box and the heating mechanism after removing the re-
movable side plate and before the switching the state of
the upper component box.
[0035] Thereby, the heating mechanism can be sub-
jected to maintenance without damaging the connecting
structure between the upper component box and the
heating mechanism when the upper component box is
shifted to the second state. Thus, the maintainability of
the heating mechanism is enhanced.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0036]

Fig. 1 is a top front perspective view of a hot-water
supply unit according to an embodiment of the
present invention.

Fig. 2 is a bottom rear perspective view of the hot-
water supply unit according to the present embodi-
ment.

Fig. 3 is a right side view of the hot-water supply unit
in a use state according to the present embodiment,
with a right side plate removed.

Fig. 4 is a vertical cross sectional view of the hot-
water supply unit according to the present embodi-
ment.
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Fig. 5 is a horizontal cross sectional view of the hot-
water supply unit according to the present embodi-
ment.

Fig. 6 is a bottom plan view of the hot-water supply
unit according to the present embodiment.

Fig. 7 is a top perspective view of a support plate
according to the present embodiment.

Fig. 8 is a bottom perspective view of the support
plate according to the present embodiment.

Fig. 9 is a front perspective view of a main frame
according to the present embodiment, along with the
support plate, a rear upper plate and an electric com-
ponent unit.

Fig. 10 is a perspective view of a front upper plate
in a detached state, according to the present em-
bodiment.

Fig. 11 is a perspective view of a second housing
opening and a peripheral part thereof, according to
the present embodiment.

Fig. 12 is a front perspective view of the upper part
of the hot-water supply unit according to the present
embodiment, with the front upper plate, a top front
plate and the electric component unit removed.

Fig. 13 is a perspective view of the electric compo-
nent unit according to the present embodiment.

Fig. 14 is a perspective view of the main frame ac-
cording to the present embodiment.

Fig. 15 is a front perspective view of the upper part
of the hot-water supply unit according to the present
embodiment, with the front upper plate and the top
front plate removed.

Fig. 16 is a front perspective view of the upper part
of the hot-water supply unit according to the present
embodiment, with an upper component box posi-
tioned outside of the housing.

Fig. 17 is a flowchart of a maintenance process of
the hot-water supply unit according to the present
embodiment.

Detailed Description of Preferred Embodiment

[0037] A preferred embodiment of a hot-water supply
unit according to the present invention will be described
with reference to the drawings.

Outline of Hot-Water Supply Unit

[0038] Fig. 1 is a top front perspective view of a hot-
water supply unit according to the present embodiment.
Fig. 2 is a bottom rear perspective view of the hot-water
supply unit.
[0039] The hot-water supply unit 100 may constitute
both a part of a heat pump system and a part of a hot-
water supply system for domestic water (not shown). The
hot-water supply system includes a hot-water destina-
tion, such as a floor heater and a faucet, and configured
to supply the generated hot water to the hot-water des-
tination. The hot-water supply unit 100 is configured to
generate hot water to be used in the hot-water supply
system by transferring heat supplied from the heat pump
system to water.
[0040] The hot-water supply unit 100 has a housing
200 which accommodates most of the rest part of the
hot-water supply unit 100. The housing 200 has a sub-
stantially right prism form.
[0041] The housing 200 includes a front side plate 210,
a rear side plate 220, a right side plate 230R, a left side
plate 230L, a bottom plate 240 and a top plate 250. Each
of the front side plate 210, the rear side plate 220, the
right side plate 230R and the left side plate 230L (here-
inafter referred to as "the four side plates") extends in a
substantially vertical direction in a use state of the hot-
water supply unit 100 (hereinafter referred to as "the use
state"). Each of the bottom plate 240 and the top plate
250 extends in a substantially horizontal direction in the
use state. Each of the four side plates, the bottom plate
240 and the top plate 250 (hereinafter referred to as "the
housing plates") has a substantially flat shape. Each of
the housing plates may be mainly made of a steel plate.
[0042] In this embodiment, the terms related to direc-
tions are interpreted as follows, unless otherwise speci-
fied. The terms indicating linear directions are the linear
directions in the use state and seen from a direction fac-
ing the front side plate 210. The right direction when seen
from a direction facing the front side plate 210 may be
set as an X-axis direction. The depth direction when seen
from a direction facing the front side plate 210 may be
set as a Y-axis direction. The upward vertical direction
when seen from a direction facing the front side plate 210
may be set as a Z-axis direction.
[0043] The front side plate 210 is arranged on the front
side of the hot-water supply unit 100. The front side plate
210 may have a horizontal cross section curved outward
(frontward) in the X-Y plane (in a horizontal plane). The
front side plate 210 includes a front lower plate 211 and
a front upper plate 212 which are continuously arranged
flush with each other. The front upper plate 212 is ar-
ranged above the front lower plate 211. The front upper
plate 212 includes a user interface 213. The user inter-
face may include a display device, operation buttons or
the like. The front upper plate 212 is preferably made
from resin. Thereby, the appearance of the hot-water
supply unit 100 can be enhanced.
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[0044] The rear side plate 220 is arranged on the op-
posite side of the hot-water supply unit 100 with respect
to the front side plate 210, i.e. on the back side of the
hot-water supply unit 100. The rear side plate 220 may
include a rear lower plate 221 and a rear upper plate 222
which are arranged flush with each other. The rear upper
plate 222 is arranged above the rear lower plate 221.
[0045] The right side plate 230R is arranged on the
right side of the hot-water supply unit 100. The right side
plate 230R preferably connects the right ends of the front
side plate 210 and the rear side plate 220. The left side
plate 230L is arranged on the left side of the hot-water
supply unit 100. The left side plate 230L preferably con-
nects the left ends of the front side plate 210 and the rear
side plate 220.
[0046] The four side plates have substantially the same
height. Thus, the upper ends of the four side plates forms
an upper horizontal rectangular-like frame, and the lower
ends of the four side plates forms a lower horizontal rec-
tangular-like frame.
[0047] The bottom plate 240 is arranged at the bottom
of the hot-water supply unit 100. The bottom plate 240
has a rectangular-like shape with four main edges. The
bottom plate 240 may have an outer shape correspond-
ing to the lower horizontal rectangular-like frame of the
four side plates. The four main edges of the bottom plate
240 may be connected to the lower ends of the four side
plates, respectively. The bottom plate 240 is provided
with four legs 241 each extending downward.
[0048] The top plate 250 is arranged at the top of the
hot-water supply unit 100. The top plate 250 has a rec-
tangular-like shape with four main edges. The top plate
250 may have an outer shape corresponding to the upper
horizontal rectangular-like frame of the four side plates.
The three among the four main edges of the top plate
250 may be connected to the upper ends of the rear side
plate 220, right side plate 230R and left side plate 230L,
respectively. The top plate 250 includes a top rear plate
251, a top front plate 252, and a top main plate 253 which
are arranged flush with each other. The top rear plate
251 is arranged on the rear side, the top front plate 252
is arranged on the front side, and the top main plate 253
is arranged between the top rear plate 251 and the top
front plate 252. However, some or all of them may be
integrated as a single plate.
[0049] As detailed later, at least the front upper plate
212 among the housing plates is configured to be easily
removable from the rest part of the hot-water supply unit
100.

Internal Configuration of Hot-Water Supply Unit

[0050] Fig. 3 is a right side view of the hot-water supply
unit in the use state, with the right side plate 230R re-
moved and some parts omitted.
[0051] The hot-water supply unit 100 is installed on an
installation surface S which is a substantially horizontal
plane such that the bottom plate 240 faces the installation

surface S. Since the legs 241 are in contact with the in-
stallation surface S, a clearance gap is formed between
the bottom plate 240 and the installation surface S.
[0052] The hot-water supply unit 100 includes a tank
300 (not shown in Fig. 3, see Fig. 4), a thermal insulator
400, a support plate 500, a main frame 600, a heating
mechanism 700 and an electric component unit 800.
[0053] The tank 300 and the thermal insulator 400 are
positioned at the lower inside of the housing 200. In the
hot-water supply unit 100, a machine space 110 is formed
above the thermal insulator 400 and tank 300 by the
housing 200. Thus, the machine space 110 is positioned
at the upper inside of the housing 200. The main frame
600 is disposed within the machine space 110 to support
the heating mechanism 700 and the electric component
unit 800 substantially within the main frame 600. In other
words, the heating mechanism 700 and the electric com-
ponent unit 800 are disposed in the machine space 110
above the thermal insulator 400. The support plate 500
is disposed at between the thermal insulator 400 and the
main frame 600. The support plate 500 supports the main
frame 600 with respect to the thermal insulator 400.
[0054] The tank 300 is configured to store water. The
tank 300 may include a heating medium pipe configured
to flow heating medium and perform a heat exchange
between the heating medium and the stored water. The
heating medium may be water or refrigerant.
[0055] The thermal insulator 400 is made of a material
with high thermal insulating properties, and substantially
surrounding the tank 300. The thermal insulator 400 has
a substantially even thickness around the tank 300 such
that the amount of foam filler is minimized while ensuring
a desired thermal insulation performance. Consequently,
as detailed later, four clearance spaces are formed be-
tween the housing 200 and the thermal insulator 400
along the four inner corners of the housing 200, respec-
tively.
[0056] The support plate 500 lies on or over the top of
the thermal insulator 400. The support plate 500 may be
disposed on the thermal insulator 400. The support plate
500 supports the main frame 600 from below. The sup-
port plate 500 is hard enough to stabilize the position of
the main frame 600 which supports the heating mecha-
nism 700 and the electric component unit 800.
[0057] The heating mechanism 700 is configured to
heat up the water stored in the tank 300. The heating
mechanism 700 may be configured to heat up the heating
medium mentioned above by transferring heat supplied
from the heat pump system to the heating medium by a
heat exchanger. The heating mechanism 700 may be
configured to circulate the heating medium between the
heating medium pipe of the tank 300 and the heat ex-
changer by a circulation pump. The heating mechanism
700 also may include an auxiliary heater for supplemen-
tarily heating up the water or the heating medium.
[0058] The electric component unit 800 is configured
to electrically operate the heating mechanism 700. The
electric component unit 800 has a plurality of electric
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components configured to operate at least a part of the
heating mechanism 700, and two component boxes ac-
commodating the electric components.
[0059] As shown in Fig. 3, the front upper plate 212 (a
removable side plate) covers at least a part of the ma-
chine space 110. Thus, the machine space 110 becomes
open to the outside (hereinafter simply referred to as "the
outside") of the housing 200 when the front upper plate
212 is removed. The heating mechanism 700 is posi-
tioned rearward of the electric component unit 800 with
respect to the front upper plate 212.
[0060] Fig. 4 is a vertical cross sectional view of the
hot-water supply unit 100 when cut by a plane extending
in parallel to the Y-Z plane and passing the centre of the
tank 300, with some parts (particularly the heating mech-
anism 700) omitted.
[0061] The tank 300 has a tubular shape with a princi-
pal axis 301 extending in the substantially vertical direc-
tion. Although the tank 300 may be partially connected
to the bottom plate 240 at the bottom of the tank 300 and
to the support plate 500 at the top of the tank 300, there
are clearances between the tank 300 and both the bottom
plate 240 and the support plate 500. Also, there is a clear-
ance between the tank 300 and each of the four side
plates.
[0062] The thermal insulator 400 surrounds substan-
tially all over the outside surface of the tank 300 from the
bottom to the top so as to fill most of the above clearanc-
es. The thermal insulator 400 may be adhered to the
bottom plate 240, the tank 300 and the support plate 500.
It is preferable that the material of the thermal insulator
400 is hard enough to stabilize the positions of the tank
400 and the support plate 500 with respect to the bottom
plate 240 in the use state.
[0063] Such a configuration of the thermal insulator
400 can be achieved by a production process of, for in-
stance, defining a space by the tank 300, the bottom plate
240, the support plate 500 and one or a plurality of dies
arranged around the tank 300, foaming a foam filler such
as urethane within the defined space, drying the foam
filler, and then removing the dies.
[0064] With the above configuration, the bottom plate
240, the tank 400, the thermal insulator 400, the support
plate 500, the main frame 600, the heating mechanism
700 and the electric component unit 800 form a solid
column-like structure as a whole. Each part of the housing
200 other than the bottom plate 240 may be detachably
attached to this solid column-like structure by hanging
fixing or the like.
[0065] The component boxes of the electric compo-
nent unit 800 occupy mere a part of the machine space
110. Thus, a space (hereinafter referred to as "the box
outside space") 111 which is a part of the machine space
110 and is outside of any one of the component boxes
is formed within the housing 200. The heating mecha-
nism 700 is disposed in the box outside space 111.
[0066] The hot-water supply unit 100 has a plurality of
connection elements 831 on the outer surface of the com-

ponent boxes. Each of the connection elements 831 may
be connected to one of the component boxes and the
heating mechanism 700. The electric component unit 800
performs the operation of the heating mechanism 700
via the connection elements 831 and cables (not shown)
connected to the connection elements 831. Each of the
connection elements 831 connecting the upper compo-
nent box 820 with the heating mechanism 700 is prefer-
ably detachable from at least one of the upper component
box 820 and the heating mechanism 700.
[0067] The temperature of the electric component unit
800 tends to become high. In this regard, the hot-water
supply unit 100 includes a structure for ventilation of the
electric component unit 800. More specifically, the hot-
water supply unit 100 forms continuous air passages
from outside of the housing 200 to the electric component
unit 800 by utilizing the above-mentioned clearance
spaces between the housing 200 and the thermal insu-
lator 400.
[0068] In addition, it is desirable that at least a part of
the electric component unit 800 can be easily removed
out from the housing 200 in light of the maintainability of
the heating mechanism 700 (see Fig. 3). In this regard,
the hot-water supply unit 100 includes a unique structure
for maintenance. More specifically, the electric compo-
nent unit 800 is configured to be separated into two parts
in the vertical direction, and the upper part is configured
to be removed out.

Structure for Ventilation

[0069] Fig. 5 is a horizontal cross sectional view of the
hot-water supply unit 100 when cut by a plane extending
in parallel to the X-Y plane and passing the centre part
of the tank 300, with some parts omitted, and when
viewed from the lower side.
[0070] The cross section of the outer surface (herein-
after referred to as "the insulator outer surface") 401 of
the thermal insulator 400 has a circle-like shape. On the
other hand, the cross section of the inner surface (here-
inafter referred to as "the housing inner surface") 261 of
the four side plates (the housing 200) has a rectangular-
like shape. Consequently, the four clearance spaces 120
are formed between the housing 200 and the thermal
insulator 400 along the four inner corners of the four side
plates (the housing 200), respectively.
[0071] The tank 300 has a tubular shape, and the ther-
mal insulator 400 has substantially even thickness
around the tank 300. Thus, each of the clearance spaces
120 extends at least from the lower end of the thermal
insulator to the upper end of the thermal insulator. In other
words, each of the clearance spaces 120 ends on the
bottom plate 240 at the bottom of the clearance space
120, and ends on the support plate 500 at the top of the
clearance space 120. The insulator outer surface 401
preferably has four planes respectively in contact with
the four side plates, respectively. In this case, the clear-
ance spaces 120 is formed between each pair of the ad-
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jacent planes.
[0072] As detailed later, the support plate 500 defines
plate openings 501 at positions corresponding to the po-
sitions of the clearance spaces 120 in top plan view, i.e.
at the four inner corners of the housing 200 (the four side
plates). Thus, the upper parts of the clearance spaces
120 end at the plate openings 501, respectively.
[0073] With regard to the lower parts of the clearance
spaces 120, the housing 200 defines first housing open-
ings via which the clearance spaces 120 communicates
with the outside, respectively. The first housing openings
are formed in the bottom plate 240 (see Figs. 2 to 4).
[0074] Fig. 6 is a bottom plan view of the hot-water
supply unit 100.
[0075] The bottom plate 240 has the rectangular-like
outer shape along the above-mentioned lower horizontal
rectangular-like frame of the four side plates. Meanwhile,
the bottom plate 240 forms one or a plurality of first hous-
ing openings 242 at each of the four corners of the bottom
plate 240, respectively. As mentioned above, each of the
clearance spaces 120 (see Fig. 5) extends along the cor-
ner of the housing 200 to reach the bottom plate 240.
Thus, the lower part of each clearance spaces 120 ends
at the corresponding first housing opening 242.
[0076] Each the first housing opening 242 may be a
notch recessed from the corresponding inner corner of
the lower horizontal rectangular-like frame of the four side
plates, or an aperture defined by the bottom plate 240.
[0077] The four legs 241 are preferably disposed near
the four corners of the bottom plate 240, respectively, to
form the above-mentioned clearance gap between the
bottom plate 240 and the installation surface S (see Fig.
3). Thus, the clearance spaces 120 communicate with
the outside via the first housing openings 242.
[0078] The thermal insulator 400 may be formed such
that the bottom part of the thermal insulator 400 extends
outward along the bottom plate 240 such that the tank
300 and the thermal insulator 400 are more stabilized on
the bottom plate 240. In this case, the thermal insulator
400 needs to be formed not to close the first housing
openings 242.
[0079] As mentioned above, the upper parts of the
clearance spaces 120 end at the plate openings 501,
respectively. The hot-water supply unit 100 is configured
such that each clearance space 120 communicates with
the box outside space 111 (see Fig. 4) through the plate
openings 501 of the support plate 500.
[0080] Fig. 7 is a top perspective view of the support
plate 500. Fig. 8 is a bottom perspective view of the sup-
port plate 500.
[0081] The support plate 500 preferably includes an
upper plate part 510 and a lower plate part 520. The
centre of the upper plate part 510 and the centre of the
lower plate part 520 may be substantially aligned with
the principal axis 301 (see Figs.4-6).
[0082] The upper plate part 510 has a substantially rec-
tangular-like shape extending in a substantially horizon-
tal plane. Each of the four main edges of the upper plate

part 510 extends along the depth direction (i.e. the Y-
axis direction) or the width direction (i.e. the X-axis direc-
tion). The lower plate part 520 has a substantially rec-
tangular-like shape extending in a substantially horizon-
tal plane and with the four main corners chamfered. Each
of the four main edges of the lower plate part 520 also
extends along the depth direction or the width direction.
[0083] The upper plate part 510 is smaller than the
lower plate part 520 in both length and width (in sizes in
the depth direction and the width direction). Thus, the
lower plate part 520 extends outward with respect to the
upper plate part 510 in a horizontal plane. Each one of
the four main corners of the upper plate part 510 may
protrude from the corresponding chamfered corner part
of the lower plate part 520 in a horizontal plane. Yet, each
main corner of the upper plate part 510 is recessed with
respect to any one of the extended lines of the four main
edges of the lower plate part 520.
[0084] The upper plate part 510 may include a wall part
511 defining a drain receiving part 512 with a square-like
shape therein. The upper plate part 510 may also include
a drain discharge port 513 in the drain receiving part 512,
for instance, at one of the four corners thereof. In this
case, it is preferable that the surface of the drain receiving
part 512 is slightly slanted downward towards the drain
discharge port 513 with respect to a horizontal plane.
[0085] A plate convex part 514 which extends in par-
allel to the outer shape of the top part of tank 300 (see
Fig. 4) may be formed in the middle of the drain receiving
part 512. The upper plate part 510 is formed with plate
apertures 515 corresponding to pipe ends (not shown)
which protrudes from the tank 300 and are connected to
the heating mechanism 700 (see Fig. 3).
[0086] The upper plate part 510 may further include a
right frame receiving part 516R disposed on the right side
of and outside of the drain receiving part 512, and a left
frame receiving part 516L disposed on the left side of
and outside of the drain receiving part 512. Each of the
right frame receiving part 516R and the left frame receiv-
ing part 516L may include a plurality of ribs with the same
height. Each rib may be connected to both the wall part
511 and the upper surface of the lower plate part 520.
Each of the right frame receiving part 516R and the left
frame receiving part 516L may also include screw holes.
[0087] The lower plate part 520 may include four ex-
tending parts 521 extending outward with respect to the
upper plate part 510 in a horizontal plane, and a reinforc-
ing member 522 extending downward and edging the
outline of the lower plate part 520. The lower plate part
520 may have a substantially octagon shape.
[0088] The support plate 500 is configured such that
the four main edges of the lower plate part 520 are in
contact with the inner surfaces of the four side plates of
the housing 200, respectively. Even in this case, each
main corner of the upper plate part 510 is spaced from
the housing inner surface 261 (see Fig. 5). Thus, the four
plate openings 501 (see Fig. 5) are formed at the four
inner corners of the four side plates. Each plate opening
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501 is defined by the housing inner surface 261 (see Fig.
5) and one of the four main corner parts of the support
plate 500.
[0089] The support plate 500 may be made of acrylo-
nitrile-butadiene-styrene resin (ABS resin) or the like. It
is preferable that a material having a good adherence
property with the material of the thermal insulator 400 is
used for the support plate 500.
[0090] As mentioned above, the support plate 500 sup-
ports the main frame 600. The main frame 600 is set onto
and fixed to the right frame receiving part 516R and the
left frame receiving part 516L, for instance.
[0091] Fig. 9 is a front perspective view of the main
frame 600 along with the support plate 500, the rear upper
plate 222 and the electric component unit 800.
[0092] The main frame 600 has a right frame 610R and
a left frame 610L. Each of the right frame 610R and the
left frame 610L is preferably a rectangular-like frame
made of one or a plurality of metal angle bars. The right
frame 610R and the left frame 610L are fixed to the right
frame receiving part 516R and the left frame receiving
part 516L (see Fig. 7) by screw fixing or the like so as to
stand on the support plate 500, respectively. In this state,
the right frame 610R and the a left frame 610L are ar-
ranged substantially in parallel to each other, and sub-
stantially plane-symmetrical to each other about a plane
(hereinafter referred to as "the centre Y-Z plane") in par-
allel to the Y-Z plane and passing the centre of the hot-
water supply unit 100. The right end and the left end of
the rear upper plate 222 may be fixed to the rear ends
of the right frame 610R and the left frame 610L by screw
fixing or the like, respectively.
[0093] The main frame 600 is substantially the same
as the upper plate part 510 of the support plate 500 in
size in a horizontal plane. Thus, the main frame 600 is
spaced from the four side plates of the housing 200.
Moreover, the main frame 600 is positioned above the
upper plate part 510 of the support plate 500. Thus, the
main frame 600 is also spaced from the lower plate part
520 of the support plate 500. Hence, the machine space
110 communicates with the clearance spaces 120 via
the plate openings 501 (see Fig. 5), respectively.
[0094] The electric component unit 800 has a lower
component box 810 accommodating at least one of the
above-mentioned electric components, and an upper
component box 820 accommodating at least another of
the electric components. Each of the lower component
box 810 and the upper component box 820 has a sub-
stantially cuboid shape. For each of the lower component
box 810 and the upper component box 820, the length
in the depth direction may be less than the length in the
width direction and the length in the height direction (i.e.
the Z-axis direction). The electric component difficult to
be provided with the detachable connection element 831
or is relatively heavy, such as a transformer for the above-
mentioned auxiliary heater, is preferably accommodated
in the lower component box 810.
[0095] The lower component box 810 is disposed at a

lower front position of the inner space of the main frame
600. Here, the inner space of the main frame 600 means
a space defined by the right frame 610R and the left frame
610L therebetween. The lower component box 810 is
fixed to the main frame 600.
[0096] The upper component box 820 is disposed at
an upper front position of the inner space of the main
frame 600. The upper component box 820 is positioned
right above the lower component box 810. The upper
component box 820 is attached to the main frame 600 in
a detachable manner as detailed later.
[0097] The lower component box 810 and the upper
component box 820 are arranged such that the front side
surfaces thereof are substantially flush with the front side
surface of the main frame 600. In addition, the upper
component box 820 is arranged such that the top surface
thereof is substantially flush with the top surface of the
main frame 600.
[0098] Each of the lower component box 810 and the
upper component box 820 defines one or a plurality of
front box openings 832 (a first box opening) and one or
a plurality of side box openings 833 (a firs box opening
or a second box opening).
[0099] The front box openings 832 are formed on the
front side surfaces of the lower component box 810 and
the upper component box 820. Each front box opening
832 may be a slit extending horizontally and provided
with an eave extending outward and downward from the
upper edge of the slit. It is preferable that the front box
openings 832 are formed in the substantially entire range
of the lower component box 810 and the upper compo-
nent box 820 in the width direction. It is also preferable
that the front box openings 832 are formed in the sub-
stantially entire range of the lower component box 810
and the upper component box 820 in the height direction.
[0100] The side box openings 833 are formed on the
both lateral sides of the lower component box 810 and
the upper component box 820. Each side box opening
833 may be a slit extending horizontally. It is preferable
that the side box openings 833 are formed in the sub-
stantially entire range of the lower component box 810
and the upper component box 820 in the depth direction.
It is also preferable that the side box openings 833 are
formed in the substantially entire range of the lower com-
ponent box 810 and the upper component box 820 in the
height direction.
[0101] Both the front box openings 832 and the side
box openings 833 are spaced from the housing inner
surface 261 (see Fig. 5), and not covered by the main
frame 600 and other elements in the box outside space
111. Thus, each of the insides of the lower component
box 810 and the upper component box 820 communi-
cates with the box outside space 111 via each of the front
box openings 832 and the side box openings 833.
[0102] As mentioned above, the clearance spaces 120
communicate with the box outside space 111. Hence,
the inside of each of the lower component box 810 and
the upper component box 820 communicates with the
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outside via the side box openings 833, the box outside
space 111, the plate openings 501, the clearance spaces
120 and the first housing openings 242 (see Figs. 5 and
6).
[0103] In addition to the first housing openings 242,
the housing 200 defines a second housing opening via
which the box outside space 111 communicates with the
outside. The second housing opening is preferably
formed in the top face of the housing 200. Here, the sec-
ond housing opening is defined by the front upper plate
212 (see Figs. 1,3 and 4).
[0104] Fig. 10 is a perspective view of the front upper
plate 212 in a detached state.
[0105] The front upper plate 212 has a plate part 214,
a user interface box 215 and an attachment frame 216.
The plate part 214 forms the front outer surface of the
front upper plate 212. The user interface box 215 is dis-
posed on the back side of the plate part 214 at a position
corresponding to the user interface 213 (see Fig. 1). The
user interface box 215 is configured to communicate with
the electric component unit 800 by wireless communica-
tion or the like. The user interface box 215 is configured
to accept a manual operation from a user and/or provide
information to the user through the user interface 213.
[0106] The user interface box 215 may include an arith-
metic circuit such as a CPU (Central Processing Unit), a
work memory used by the CPU, such as a RAM (Random
Access Memory), and a recording medium storing control
programs and information used by the CPU, such as a
ROM (Read Only Memory), although they are not shown.
It is preferable that the user interface box 215 has a wa-
terproof structure.
[0107] The attachment frame 216 is arranged on the
back side of the plate part 214 along the four main edges
of the plate part 214, and extending backward from the
plate part 214.
[0108] The attachment frame 216 preferably forms two
claw parts 217 in the top part of the attachment frame
216 at different positions in the width direction. The claw
parts 217 are configured to engage with two snap locks
detailed later which are arranged on the top plate 250
(see Fig. 1), respectively. The front upper plate 212 is
attached to the frame 600 by engagement of the claw
parts 217 and the snap locks.
[0109] The front upper plate 212 preferably provided
with one or more of engaging projection in the bottom
face thereof which are fitted into corresponding engaging
holes provided in the top face of the front lower plate 211.
[0110] The attachment frame 216 is configured such
that the most part of the edge of the attachment frame
216 is in contact with the front surface of the main frame
600 and the electric component unit 800 (see Fig. 9) when
the attachment frame 216 is attached to the main frame
600. Meanwhile, the attachment frame 216 forms one or
a plurality of second housing opening 218 in a part of the
attachment frame 216. The second housing opening 218
may be a notch of the attachment frame 216 or an aper-
ture defined by the attachment frame 216. The second

housing opening 218 is preferably arranged in the top
part of the attachment frame 216.
[0111] Fig. 11 is a perspective view of the second hous-
ing opening 218 and the peripheral part thereof in the
use state.
[0112] The top front plate 252 is preferably provided
with two snap locks 821 on the front edge thereof at dif-
ferent positions in the width direction. The snap locks 821
are disposed at the positions corresponding to the posi-
tions of the claw parts 217 of the front upper plate 212.
The front upper plate 212 is attached to the rest part of
the hot-water supply unit 100 by snapping the snap locks
821 while hooking the claw parts 217 on the snap locks
821, respectively.
[0113] Although the front side plate 210 defines the
box outside space 111 (see Fig. 4), the box outside space
111 opens to the outside via the second housing opening
218.
[0114] As mentioned above, each of the insides of the
lower component box 810 and the upper component box
820 communicates with the box outside space 111 via
the front box openings 832. Hence, the inside of each of
the lower component box 810 and the upper component
box 820 communicates with the outside via the front box
openings 832, the box outside space 111 and the second
housing opening 218.
[0115] With the above-mentioned configuration, a con-
tinuous air passage running from the first housing open-
ing 242 through the electric component unit 800 to the
second housing opening 218 is formed. Thereby, a nat-
ural ventilation of the electric component unit 800 is per-
formed to cool the electric component unit 800.
[0116] Moreover, each first housing opening 242 is lo-
cated lower than the position of the electric component
unit 800, and the second housing opening 218 is in a
position higher than the position of the electric compo-
nent unit 800. Thereby, the chimney effect of the air pas-
sage can be promoted to efficiently ventilate the electric
component unit 800.
[0117] Furthermore, the clearance spaces 120 be-
tween the housing 200 and the thermal insulator 400 and
the machine space 110 are utilized to form the air pas-
sage. Thereby, the efficient ventilation of the electric
component unit 800 can be achieved without causing an
increase in the volume of the hot-water supply unit 100.

Structure for Maintenance

[0118] Fig. 12 is a front perspective view of the upper
part of the hot-water supply unit 100 with the front upper
plate 212, the top front plate 252 and the electric com-
ponent unit 800 removed.
[0119] The hot-water supply unit 100 forms an inspec-
tion opening 262 in the housing 200. The inspection
opening 262 is defined, for instance, by the top edge of
the front lower plate 211, the front edge of the top plate
250, and the front edges of the main frame 600 which
are facing to each other. The inspection opening 262
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leads to the machine space 110. The front upper plate
212 is configured to cover at least a part of the inspection
opening 262. The front upper plate 212 is preferably con-
figured to cover all the front side of the inspection opening
262.
[0120] Incidentally, the whole or a part of the top plate
250 (see Fig. 1) may be detachably attached to the main
frame 600. For instance, the top front plate 252 is de-
tachably attached to the main frame 600 and the top main
plate 253 (see Fig. 11), and removed along with the front
upper plate 212 when the maintenance process is per-
formed. In this case, the top opening of the frame which
has been covered by the top front plate 252 can be
deemed as a part of the inspection opening 262.
[0121] The upper component box 820 (see Fig. 9) is
configured such that the upper component box 820 can
be pulled out from the machine space 110 through the
inspection opening 262. In other words, the upper com-
ponent box is configured to be switched between a nor-
mal state (a first state) of being positioned on the lower
component box 810 (see Fig. 9) within the housing 200
and a maintenance state (a second state) of being posi-
tioned outside of the housing 200.
[0122] Fig. 13 is a perspective view of the electric com-
ponent unit 800.
[0123] As mentioned above, the lower component box
810 is fixed to the main frame 600. The top face of the
lower component box 810 and the bottom face of the
upper component box 820 are configured to fit to each
other. The upper component box 820 preferably has a
box fitting member 822 configured to position the upper
component box 820 on the lower component box 810.
The box fitting member 822 may be an angled bar which
is disposed at the front bottom edge of the upper com-
ponent box 820 such that the inner corner of the box
fitting member 822 fits with the front top edge of the lower
component box 810.
[0124] The upper component box 820 has a right upper
hook member 823R and a left upper hook member 823L.
The right upper hook member 823R is disposed at the
upper end of the back right edge of the upper component
box 820. The left upper hook member 823L is disposed
at the upper end of the back left edge of the upper com-
ponent box 820. Thus, the right upper hook member
823R and the left upper hook member 823L are disposed
at positions which are close to the upper part of the right
frame 610R and the upper part of the left frame 610L of
the main frame 600, respectively (see Fig. 9).
[0125] Each of the right upper hook member 823R and
the left upper hook member 823L preferably includes a
plate member extending backward and a projection
member protruding from the plate member outward in
the width direction. The projection member preferably
has an enlarged part on the distal part thereof. It is pref-
erable that the distance between the surface of the plate
member of the right upper hook member 823R which
faces the right frame 610R and the surface of the plate
member of the left upper hook member 823L which faces

the left frame 610L is slightly smaller than or equal to the
distance between the right frame 610R and the left frame
610L.
[0126] The upper component box 820 further has a
right lower hook member 824R and a left lower hook
member 824L. The right lower hook member 824R is
disposed at the lower end of the front right edge of the
upper component box 820. The left lower hook member
824L is disposed at the lower end of the front left edge
of the upper component box 820. Thus, the right lower
hook member 824R and the left lower hook member 824L
are disposed at positions which are close to the front part
of the right frame 610R and the front part of the left frame
610L of the main frame 600, respectively (see Fig. 9).
[0127] Each of the right lower hook member 824R and
the left lower hook member 824L preferably includes a
plate member slightly extending frontward and a projec-
tion member protruding from the plate member outward
in the width direction. The projection member preferably
has an enlarged part on the distal part thereof.
[0128] It is preferable that the distance between the
surface of the plate member of the right lower hook mem-
ber 824R which faces the right frame 610R and the sur-
face of the plate member of the left lower hook member
824L which faces the left frame 610L is substantially the
same as the above-mentioned distance between the
plate members of the right upper hook member 823R
and the left upper hook member 823L. It is also preferable
that the projection members of the right upper hook mem-
ber 823R and the right lower hook member 824R have
substantially the same size and shape, and the projection
members of the left upper hook member 823L and the
left lower hook member 824L have substantially the same
size and shape.
[0129] Fig. 14 is a perspective view of the main frame
600.
[0130] The right frame 610R defines a right upper
groove 611R, and the left frame 610L defines a left upper
groove 611L.
[0131] The right upper groove 611R is a groove formed
on the inner face of the right frame 610R at a position
corresponding to the position of the right upper hook
member 823R in the use state. More specifically, the right
upper groove 611R extends from the middle of the upper
part of the right frame 610R to the top face of the right
frame 610R. The upper end of the right upper groove
611R is open to the outside at least when the front upper
plate 212 is removed. This may be achieved by the re-
moval of the top front plate 252 or the clearance between
the top plate 250 and the upper part of the right frame
610R (see Figs. 11 and 12). The width of the right upper
groove 611R in the Y-Z plane is slightly greater than or
equal to the width of the projection member of the right
upper hook member 823R in the Y-Z plane.
[0132] The position of the lower end of the right upper
groove 611R corresponds to the position of the projection
member of the right upper hook member 823R in the use
state. The right upper groove 611R is slanted frontward
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with respect to the position of the lower end of the right
upper groove 611R. Thus, the right upper groove 611R
is configured so as to receive the right upper hook mem-
ber 823R and stabilize the position of the right upper hook
member 823R.
[0133] In the case the projection member of the right
upper hook member 823R has the enlarged part on the
distal part thereof, the part of the right upper groove 611R
which is at the inner face of the right frame 610R is pref-
erably narrower than the other part of the right upper
groove 611R. Thereby, the movement of the right upper
hook member 823R in the width direction is effectively
restricted.
[0134] The left upper groove 611L and the left upper
hook member 823L (see Fig. 13) are substantially plane-
symmetrical to the right upper groove 611R and the right
upper hook member 823R, respectively, about the centre
Y-Z plane. Thus, the left upper groove 611L is also con-
figured so as to receive the left upper hook member 823L
and stabilize the position thereof.
[0135] Moreover, the distance between the ends of the
projection members of the right upper hook member
823R and the left upper hook member 823L is slightly
smaller than or equal to the distance between the bottom
surfaces of the right upper groove 611R and the left upper
groove 611L in the width direction.
[0136] Thus, the right upper hook member 823R and
the left upper hook member 823L can be fitted into and
removed from the right upper groove 611R and the left
upper groove 611L via the upper ends thereof, respec-
tively.
[0137] In addition to the right upper groove 611R and
the left upper groove 611L, the right frame 610R and the
left frame 610L define a right lower groove 612R and a
left lower groove 612L, respectively. The right lower
groove 612R and the left lower groove 612L (see Fig.
14) are formed at positions which are lower than the right
higher groove 611R and the left higher groove 611L.
[0138] The right lower groove 612R is a groove formed
on the inner face of the right frame 610R at a position
corresponding to the position of the right lower hook
member 824R (see Fig. 13) in the use state. More spe-
cifically, the right lower groove 612R extends from the
middle of the front part of the right frame 610R to the front
face of the right frame 610R. The front end of the right
lower groove 612R is open to the outside at least when
the front lower plate 212 is removed.
[0139] The width in the Y-Z plane, the length in in the
Y-Z plane, the slant angle in the Y-Z plane, and the depth
in the width direction (in the X-axis direction) of the right
lower groove 612R are substantially the same as those
of the right upper groove 611R, respectively. In other
words, the right lower groove 612R and the right upper
groove 611R have substantially the same shape and ex-
tend substantially in parallel.
[0140] The position of the lower end of the right lower
groove 612R corresponds to the position of the projection
member of the right lower hook member 824R in the use

state. Thus, the right lower groove 612R is configured so
as to receive the right lower hook member 824R and
stabilize the position of the right lower hook member
824R.
[0141] The left lower groove 612L and the left lower
hook member 824L (see Fig. 13) are substantially plane-
symmetrical to the right lower groove 612R and the right
lower hook member 824R, respectively, about the centre
Y-Z plane. Thus, the left lower groove 612L is also con-
figured so as to receive the left lower hook member 824L
and stabilize the position thereof.
[0142] Moreover, the distance between the ends of the
projection members of the right lower hook member 824R
and the left lower hook member 824L is slightly smaller
than or equal to the distance between the bottom surfac-
es of the right lower groove 612R and the left lower groove
612L in the width direction.
[0143] Thus, the right lower hook member 824R and
the left lower hook member 824L can be fitted into and
removed from the right lower groove 612R and the left
lower groove 612L via the front ends thereof, respective-
ly.
[0144] Furthermore, the right upper groove 611R, the
left upper groove 611L, the right lower groove 612R and
the left lower groove 612L extend substantially in parallel.
Thus, the upper component box 820 can be detached
from and attached to the main frame 600 while kept in
the same attitude as being in the normal state.
[0145] As mentioned above, the top face of the lower
component box 810 and the bottom face of the upper
component box 820 are configured to fit to each other.
Thus, the position (hereinafter referred to as "the normal
position") of the upper component box 820 in the normal
state is stabilized by the engagement of the right upper
hook member 823R and the right upper groove 611R,
the engagement of the left upper hook member 823L and
the left upper groove 611L, the engagement of the right
lower hook member 824R and the right lower groove
612R, the engagement of the left lower hook member
824L and the left lower groove 612L, and the contact of
the upper component box 820 with the lower component
box 810. This positioning may be enhanced by the above-
mentioned box fitting member 822 (see Fig. 13).
[0146] Fig. 15 is a front perspective view of the upper
part of the hot-water supply unit 100 with the front upper
plate 212 and the top front plate 252 removed.
[0147] When the front upper plate 212 is removed, the
upper component box 820 in the normal state is exposed
to the outside. The height of the electric component unit
800 may be greater than the height of the inspection
opening 262 or the front upper plate 212. Meanwhile, the
position of the lower end of the upper component box
820 in the normal state is higher than or equal to the
position of the lower end of the inspection opening 262,
i.e. the upper end of the front lower plate 211. In other
words, the upper component box 820 is smaller than or
equal to the size of the inspection opening 262.
[0148] As mentioned above, the right upper hook mem-
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ber 823R, the left upper hook member 823L, the right
lower hook member 824R and the left lower hook mem-
ber 824L can be fitted into and removed from the right
upper groove 611R, the left upper groove 611L, the right
lower groove 612R and the left lower groove 612L, re-
spectively (see Figs. 13 and 14). The connection of the
upper component box 820 with the heating mechanism
700 is detachable by the above-mentioned connection
elements 831 (see Fig.4).
[0149] Hence, the upper component box 820 can be
easily pulled out from the machine space 110 through
the inspection opening 262, just by removing the front
upper plate 212 and pulling the upper component box
820 frontward while lifting it up. If the top front plate 252
(see Figs. 1 and 11) is further removed, the upper com-
ponent box 820 can be pulled out more easily.
[0150] Particularly in the case where a heavy electric
system is disposed in the lower component box 810, a
light electric system is disposed in the upper component
box 820, and the front lower plate 211 is made from steel,
it is preferable that the height of the electric component
unit 800 is greater than the height of the front upper plate
212. With such a configuration, at least a part of the elec-
tric component unit 800 is covered not by the front upper
plate 212 (see Fig. 3) but by the front lower plate 211. In
other words, the area of the front upper plate 212 which
is close to the lower component box 810 can be made
small to reduce the effects of the heat from the lower
component box 810 on the front upper plate 212. There-
by, the flexibility in design of the front upper plate 212
from the perspective of security can be improved. For
instance, a low heat resistant material can be used for
the front upper plate 212.
[0151] The hot-water supply unit 100 is also configured
to hold the pulled-out upper component box 820 at a po-
sition close to the inspection opening 262.
[0152] As mentioned above, the right lower groove
612R and left lower groove 612L have substantially the
same shape as the right upper groove 611R and left up-
per groove 611L. Thus, the right lower groove 612R and
left lower groove 612L are also configured so as to re-
ceive the right upper hook member 823R and the left
upper hook member 823L, and stabilize the positions of
the right upper hook member 823R and the left upper
hook member 823L, respectively. Hence, the right upper
hook member 823R and the left upper hook member
823L can be fitted into and removed from the right lower
groove 612R and the left lower groove 612L via the front
ends thereof, respectively.
[0153] The right lower groove 612R and the left lower
groove 612L are formed slightly higher than the top face
of the lower component box 810. The positions of the
lower ends of the right lower groove 612R and the left
lower groove 612L correspond to the positions of the pro-
jection members of the right upper hook member 823R
and the left upper hook member 823L in a state where
the upper component box 820 is disposed at a predeter-
mined position outside of the housing 200. The prede-

termined position is a position lower than the normal po-
sition. The predetermined position is preferably the po-
sition in which the top surface of the upper component
box 820 is close to the top surface of the lower component
box 810.
[0154] Thus, the position (hereinafter referred to as
"the maintenance position") of the upper component box
820 in the maintenance state is achieved by the engage-
ment of the right upper hook member 823R and the right
lower groove 612R, the engagement of the left upper
hook member 823L and the left lower groove 612L.
[0155] Fig. 16 is a front perspective view of the upper
part of the hot-water supply unit 100 with the upper com-
ponent box 820 positioned outside of the housing.
[0156] The upper component box 820 is hanged from
the right lower groove 612R and the left lower groove
612L, i.e. the front lower part of the main frame 600. In
this state, the upper component box 820 is exerted with
a rotation force by gravity about an axis line connecting
the right lower groove 612R and the left lower groove
612L. Yet, at least the front lower plate 211 restrain the
rotation of the upper component box 820 at the front sur-
face the front lower plate 211.
[0157] The right lower groove 612R and the left lower
groove 612L are preferably configured such that the dis-
tance in the depth direction between the centre of the
outer surface of the front lower plate 211 and each of the
lower ends of the right lower groove 612R and the left
lower groove 612L is substantially equal to the distance
in the depth direction between the back surface of the
upper component box 820 and each of the projection
members of the right upper hook member 823R and the
left upper hook member 823L (see Fig. 13) in the normal
state.
[0158] Thereby, the back surface of the upper compo-
nent box 820 contacts with the outer surface of the front
lower plate 211 in a state where the back surface of the
upper component box 820 is substantially parallel to the
outer surface of the front lower plate 211. Hence, the
upper component box 820 can be movably supported
outside of the housing 200 such that the upper compo-
nent box 820 in the normal state and the upper compo-
nent box 820 in the maintenance state are substantially
parallel.
[0159] It can be said that the right upper hook member
823R, the left upper hook member 823L, the right lower
groove 612R, the left lower groove 612L, and the front
lower plate 211 are stabilizing members configured to
stabilize the upper component box 200 at the mainte-
nance state with respect to the housing 200.
[0160] With the above configuration, the upper com-
ponent box 820 can be switched between the normal
state and the maintenance state through the inspection
opening 262.
[0161] Moreover, the upper component box 820 can
be hold at a position close to the inspection opening 262
and in the same attitude as being in the normal state.
[0162] Incidentally, it is also preferable that the heating
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mechanism 700 itself has a configuration with which el-
ements of the heating mechanism 700 are easy to ob-
serve and maintain from the inspection opening 262 side.
[0163] The heating mechanism 700 may be configured
such that the overlaps between the elements are mini-
mized when viewed from the inspection opening 262 side
(the front and/or the above of the housing 200). In par-
ticular, it is preferable that the elements with high main-
tenance frequency are not overlapped by the other ele-
ment. In the case where such an overlap is inevitable, it
is preferable that an element smaller than the other ele-
ment is positioned on the front side and/or the upper side
of the other element. The elements with high mainte-
nance frequency may include a filter configured to re-
move impure substances in the heating medium pipe, a
flow sensor configured to detect the state of the heating
medium, the pump configured to circulate the heating
medium, and a three-way valve configured to change the
flow path of the heating medium, and so forth.
[0164] Fig. 17 is a flowchart of a maintenance process
of the hot-water supply unit 100. The maintenance proc-
ess is performed by a maintenance person, for instance.
[0165] Firstly, the front upper plate 212 is removed
from the rest part of the hot-water supply unit 100
(S1000). As a result, the upper component box 820 be-
comes exposed to the outside through the inspection
opening 262 (see Fig. 15). The front upper plate 212 may
be removed by loosening the snap locks 821 from the
claw parts 217 (see Fig. 11), slightly lifting the front upper
plate 212 while drawing out the engaging projection of
the front upper plate 212 from the engaging holes of the
front lower plate 211, pulling the front upper plate 212
frontward, and putting down the front upper plate 212
onto the floor near the hot-water supply unit 100.
[0166] The upper component box 820 is drawn out of
the housing 200 through the inspection opening 262
(S2000), and then the right upper hook member 823R
and the left upper hook member 823L are attached to
the right lower groove 612R and the left lower groove
612L, respectively (S3000). The connection elements
831 may be disconnected from the upper component box
820 or the heating mechanism 700.
[0167] Thus, the state of the upper component box 820
is switched from the normal state where the upper com-
ponent box 820 is positioned on the lower component
box 810 within the housing 200 to the maintenance state
where the upper component box 820 is positioned out-
side of the housing 200, and the heating mechanism 700
becomes accessible through the inspection opening 262.
[0168] Yet, in a case where each of the connection
elements 831 is made of a flexible material and has a
length long enough to maintain the connection with both
the upper component box 820 and the heating mecha-
nism 700 when upper component box is in the mainte-
nance state, the connection elements 831 do not neces-
sarily need to be disconnected. In such a case, the state
of the upper component box 820 may be switched from
the normal state to the maintenance state while main-

taining the connection of each of the connection elements
831 with both the upper component box 820 and the heat-
ing mechanism 700.
[0169] After the maintenance work of the heating
mechanism 700 is performed (S4000), the right upper
hook member 823R and the left upper hook member
823L are detached from the right lower groove 612R and
the left lower groove 612L, respectively (S5000), and
then the upper component box 820 is fitted into the hous-
ing 200 through the inspection opening 262 (S6000). The
right upper hook member 823R and the left upper hook
member 823L may be attached to the right upper groove
611R and the left upper groove 611L, respectively. The
right lower hook member 824R and the left lower hook
member 824L may also be attached to the right lower
groove 612R and the left lower groove 612L, respective-
ly. The connection elements 831 may be reconnected to
the upper component box 820 and/or the heating mech-
anism 700. As a result, the upper component box 820 is
switched from the maintenance state to the normal state.
[0170] Lastly, the front upper plate 212 is reattached
to the rest part of the hot-water supply unit 100 (S7000).
Thus, the hot-water supply unit 100 becomes to be in the
use state.
[0171] Hence, the maintenance person can easily re-
move out the upper component box 820 from the housing
200 and put the upper component box 820 in a position
which is close to the original position but does not overlap
at least a part of the inspection opening 262. Thereby,
the maintainability of the heating mechanism 700 is im-
proved even in a case the electric component unit 800
is vertically long to be greater than the inspection opening
262 in height. The installation area of the hot-water supply
unit 200 can be reduced by the vertically long shape of
the electric component unit 800. Hence, it is possible to
strike a balance of minimizing the installation area of the
hot-water supply unit 100 and improving the maintaina-
bility of the heating mechanism 700.

Advantageous Effect

[0172] As described above, the hot-water supply unit
100 according to the present embodiment is configured
such that the inside of the component box 800 commu-
nicates with the outside via the clearance space 120
formed by the housing 200 and the thermal insulator 400
and the first housing opening 242 defined by the housing
200. With this configuration, it is possible to efficiently
cool the electric component unit without causing an in-
crease in the volume of the hot-water supply unit.
[0173] Moreover, the hot-water supply unit 100 accord-
ing to the present embodiment is configured such that
the upper component box 820 can be switched between
a first state of being positioned on the lower component
box 810 within the housing 200 and a second state of
being positioned outside of the housing 200. With this
configuration, it is possible to strike a balance of mini-
mizing the installation area of the hot-water supply unit
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100 and improving the maintainability of the heating
mechanism 700.

Variations

[0174] The configuration of the hot-water supply unit
according to the present embodiment explained above
may be modified. Some examples of such modifications
are mentioned below. The each of modification examples
may be combined with one or more of the other modifi-
cation examples.
[0175] Number, shape and position of each of the first
housing opening and the second housing opening are
not limited to the above-mentioned number, shape and
position. For instance, any one of the first housing open-
ing and the second housing opening may be formed in
one of the four side plates, and the second housing open-
ing may be formed in the top plate. In a case where the
top plate is not provided, the upper ends of the four side
plates may define the second housing opening. The first
housing opening may be formed in the lower corner part
or the side edge part of the side plate.
[0176] The second housing opening does not neces-
sarily need to be formed, particularly in a case where the
average or minimum sectional area of the air passage
from the first housing opening to the inside of the electric
component unit is relatively large with respect to the
length of the air passage.
[0177] Number, shape and position of the clearance
space communicating with the inside of the component
box are not limited to the above-mentioned number,
shape and position. The outer shape of the clearance
space may be a substantially straight-cylindrical shape,
a spiral-cylindrical shape or the like. Alternatively, the
clearance space may be formed around substantially the
entire circumference of the thermal insulator.
[0178] Number, shape and position of the first box
opening via which the inside of the component box com-
municates with a box outside space and the second box
opening via which inside of the component box commu-
nicates with the clearance space are not limited to the
above-mentioned number, shape and position. The first
box opening and the second box opening may be the
same opening or different openings. Any one of the first
box opening and the second box opening may be formed
in the top face or the bottom face of the component box.
Any one of the first box opening and the second box may
be punch hole formed in the component box.
[0179] Particularly in a case where the clearance
space reaches the component box, the second box open-
ing may be directly open to the clearance space. In ad-
dition, in ca case where at least a part of the component
box forms a part of the housing, the part of the component
box may define the second housing opening. In any one
of these cases, the first box opening is not necessarily
required.
[0180] The hot-water supply unit may be provided with
a fan assembly in at least one of the air passage from

the first housing opening to the inside of the electric com-
ponent unit and the air passage from the inside of the
electric component unit to the second housing opening.
Thereby, the ventilation of the electric component unit.
[0181] Position and configuration of each of the heating
mechanism and the electric component unit are not lim-
ited to the above-mentioned and configuration. The elec-
tric component unit may be arranged along the side plate
other than the front side plate, for instance. An inspection
opening formed in the housing and leading to the ma-
chine space and a removable side plate which covers
the inspection opening may be arranged on the side
where the electric component unit is arranged. At least
the upper component box may have an opening in a side
surface facing to the removable side plate when the upper
component box is in the first state.
[0182] Number, shape and position of each of the parts
of the hot-water supply unit 100, including the leg, the
claw part, the snap lock, the engaging projection, engag-
ing hole, the upper groove, the lower groove, the upper
hook member, the lower hook member and the box fitting
member, are not limited to the above-mentioned number,
shape and position. More specifically, each of the leg,
the claw part, the snap lock, the engaging projection,
engaging hole, the upper groove, the lower groove, the
upper hook member, the lower hook member and the
box fitting member is not necessarily required.
[0183] The specific configuration of the stabilizing
member is not limited to the above-mentioned configu-
ration.
[0184] For instance, a hole may be formed in the top
face of the lower component box 810, and a hook mem-
ber extending backward and configured to engage with
the hole when the upper component box 820 is in the
maintenance state may be disposed at the rear top edge
of the upper component box 820. Thereby, the upper
component box 820 can be hanged from the hole of the
lower component box 810 just by inserting the end of the
hook member into the hole. The hole may be formed in
the other part of the lower component box 810, such as
the front face thereof. The hook member also may be
disposed at the other part of the hook member, such as
the back face thereof. A plurality of set of the hole and
the hook member may be provided.
[0185] The hook member may be configured such that
the length in the depth direction and/or the angle in the
Y-Z plane are adjustable. More specifically, the hook
member may be converted to a form for engaging with
the above-mentioned engaging holes provided in the top
face of the front lower plate 211. In this case, the engaging
holes of the front lower plate 211 may also be used for
hanging and stabilizing the upper component box 820 at
the maintenance position.
[0186] The specific configuration of the support plate
is not limited to the above configuration. For instance,
the support plate may be formed thicker and made of the
same material as the thermal insulator. The support plate
may be configured to be in contact with the housing only
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at two opposite plate side surfaces, or not be in contact
with the housing. The support plate may have a flat shape
instead of the convex and/or concave shape.
[0187] The specific configuration of the heating mech-
anism is not limited to the above configuration. For in-
stance, the heating mechanism may include a compres-
sor, a pump or the like of the heat pump system.
[0188] The specific configuration of each of the tank
and the thermal insulator is not limited to the above con-
figuration. For instance, the tank may have a column
shape, a cuboid shape and so forth.
[0189] The specific configuration of the housing is not
limited to the above configuration. For instance, the front
lower plate and the upper plate may be integrated as a
single plate. The rear lower plate and the rear upper plate
may be integrated as a single plate. A part of the housing,
e.g. the top plate, may be omitted. Two or more of the
four side plates may be integrated as a single unit. Al-
though it is preferable that the housing has a polygonal
prism form, the housing also may have a cylindrical
shape, a shape with three flat side faces and one curved
face, and so on.
[0190] The specific configuration for detachably at-
taching the side plate to the main frame is not limited to
the above configuration. For instance, side plate may be
fixed to the main frame by other fixing means, such as
screw fixing, magnetic fixing, side clamping, snap lock-
ing, or the like.
[0191] While only selected embodiments have been
chosen to illustrate the present invention, it will be ap-
parent to those skilled in the art from this disclosure that
various changes and modifications can be made herein
without departing from the scope of the invention as de-
fined in the appended claims. For example, unless spe-
cifically stated otherwise, the size, shape, location or ori-
entation of the various components can be changed as
needed and/or desired so long as the changes do not
substantially affect their intended function. Unless spe-
cifically stated otherwise, components that are shown
directly connected or contacting each other can have in-
termediate structures disposed between them so long as
the changes do not substantially affect their intended
function. The functions of one element can be performed
by two, and vice versa unless specifically stated other-
wise. The structures and functions of one embodiment
can be adopted in another embodiment. It is not neces-
sary for all advantages to be present in a particular em-
bodiment at the same time. Thus, the foregoing descrip-
tions of the embodiments according to the present inven-
tion are provided for illustration only.

Reference list

[0192]

100: Hot-Water Supply Unit
110: Machine Space
111: Box Outside Space

120: Clearance Space
200: Housing
210: Front Side Plate
211: Front Lower Plate
212: Front Upper Plate
213: User Interface
214: Plate Part
215: User Interface Box
216: Attachment Frame
217: Claw Parts
218: Second Housing Opening
220: Rear Side Plate
221: Rear Lower Plate
222: Rear Upper Plate
230R: Right Side Plate
230L: Left Side Plate
240: Bottom Plate
241: Leg
242: First Housing Opening
250: Top Plate
251: Top Rear Plate
252: Top Front Plate
253: Top Main Plate
261: Housing Inner Surface
262: Inspection Opening
300: Tank
301: Principal Axis
400: Thermal Insulator
401: Insulator Outer Surface
500: Support Plate
501: Plate Opening
510: Upper Plate Part
511: Wall Part
512: Drain Receiving Part
513: Drain Discharge Port
514: Plate Convex Part
515: Plate Aperture
516R: Right Frame Receiving Part
516L: Left Frame Receiving Part
520: Lower Plate Part
521: Extending Part
522: Reinforcing Member
600: Main Frame
610R: Right Frame
610L: Left Frame
611R: Right Upper Groove
611L: Left Upper Groove
612R: Right Lower Groove
612L: Left Lower Groove
700: Heating Mechanism
800: Electric Component Unit
810: Lower Component Box
820: Upper Component Box
821: Snap Lock
822: Box Fitting Member
823R: Right Upper Hook Member
823L: Left Upper Hook Member
824R: Right Lower Hook Member
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824L: Left Lower Hook Member
831: Connection Element
832: Front Box Opening
833: Side Box Opening

Claims

1. A hot-water supply unit (100), comprising:

a housing (200);
a tank (300) disposed within the housing, and
configured to store water;
a heating mechanism (700) disposed within a
machine space (110) which is formed by the
housing therein, and configured to heat up the
water stored in the tank; and
an electric component unit (800) disposed within
the machine space, and having a plurality of
electric components configured to operate at
least a part of the heating mechanism;
wherein:

the housing includes a removable side plate
(212) which covers at least a part of the ma-
chine space;
the heating mechanism is positioned rear-
ward of the electric component unit with re-
spect to the removable side plate;
the electric component unit has a lower
component box (810) accommodating at
least one of the electric components, and
an upper component box (820) accommo-
dating at least another of the electric com-
ponents; and
the upper component box is configured to
be switched between a first state of being
positioned on the lower component box
within the housing and a second state of
being positioned outside of the housing,

characterized in that:

the heating mechanism is positioned above
the tank;
the hot-water supply unit further comprises

a thermal insulator (400) positioned at
a lower inside of the housing,
a main frame (600) disposed within the
machine space to support the heating
mechanism and the electric component
unit substantially within the main frame,
and
a support plate (500) disposed between
the thermal insulator and the main
frame and supporting the main frame
with respect to the thermal insulator;

the upper component box is attached to the
main frame in a detachable manner; and
the housing is configured such that at least
a part of the upper component box in the
first state is exposed to outside of the hous-
ing when the removable side plate is re-
moved.

2. The hot-water supply unit (100) according to claim
1, wherein:

the removable side plate (212) is configured to
cover an inspection opening (262) formed in the
housing (200) and leading to the machine space
(110); and
the housing is configured such that the upper
component box (820) can be switched between
the first state and the second state through the
inspection opening.

3. The hot-water supply unit (100) according to claim
2, wherein:
the position of the lower end of the upper component
box (820) in the first state is higher than or equal to
the position of the lower end of the inspection open-
ing (262).

4. The hot-water supply unit (100) according to any one
of claims 1 to 3, wherein:
the upper component box (820) has an opening in a
side surface, the side surface facing to the remova-
ble side plate (212) when the upper component box
is in the first state.

5. The hot-water supply unit (100) according to any one
of claims 1 to 4, wherein:
the upper component box (820) is movably support-
ed such that the upper component box in the first
state and the upper component box in the second
state are substantially parallel.

6. The hot-water supply unit (100) according to any one
of claims 1 to 5, further comprising:
a stabilizing member (823R, 823L, 612R, 612L, 211)
configured to stabilize the upper component box
(820) in the second state with respect to the housing
(200).

7. The hot-water supply unit (100) according to any one
of claims 1 to 6, further comprising:

connection elements (831) connected to both
the upper component box (820) and the heating
mechanism (700),
wherein:
each of the connection elements is made of a
flexible material and has a length long enough
to maintain the connection with both the upper
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component box and the heating mechanism
when upper component box is in the second
state, or is detachable from at least one of the
upper component box and the heating mecha-
nism.

8. The hot-water supply unit (100) according to any one
of claims 1 to 7, wherein:
the electric component accommodated in the lower
component box (810) includes a transformer.

9. The hot-water supply unit (100) according to any one
of claims 1 to 8, wherein:
the height of the electric component unit (800) in the
first state is greater than the height of the removable
side plate (212).

10. The hot-water supply unit (100) according to claim
2 or 3, wherein:
the height of the electric component unit (800) in the
first state is greater than the height of the inspection
opening (262).

11. A maintenance method for a heating mechanism
(700) of a hot-water supply unit (100),
the hot-water supply unit comprising:

a housing (200);
a tank (300) disposed within the housing, and
configured to store water;
a heating mechanism (700) disposed within a
machine space (110) which is formed by the
housing therein, and configured to heat up the
water stored in the tank; and
an electric component unit (800) disposed within
the machine space, and having a plurality of
electric components configured to operate at
least a part of the heating mechanism,
wherein:

the housing includes a removable side plate
(212) which covers at least a part of the ma-
chine space;
the heating mechanism is positioned rear-
ward of the electric component unit with re-
spect to the removable side plate; and
the electric component unit has a lower
component box (810) accommodating at
least one of the electric components and an
upper component box (820) accommodat-
ing at least another of the electric compo-
nents,

the maintenance method comprising:

removing (S1000) the removable side plate; and
switching (S2000) the state of the upper com-
ponent box from a first state where the upper

component box is positioned on the lower com-
ponent box within the housing to a second state
where the upper component box is positioned
outside of the housing,
characterized in that:

the heating mechanism is positioned above
the tank;
the hot-water supply unit further comprises

a thermal insulator (400) positioned at
a lower inside of the housing,
a main frame (600) disposed within the
machine space to support the heating
mechanism and the electric component
unit substantially within the main frame,
and
a support plate (500) disposed between
the thermal insulator and the main
frame and supporting the main frame
with respect to the thermal insulator;

the upper component box is attached to the
main frame in a detachable manner;
the housing is configured such that at least
a part of the upper component box in the
first state is exposed to outside of the hous-
ing when the removable side plate is re-
moved; and
the switching includes detaching the upper
component box from the main frame.

12. The maintenance method according to claim 11,
wherein:

the hot-water supply unit (100) further compris-
es
connection elements (831) connected to both
the upper component box (820) and the heating
mechanism (700) when the upper component
box is in the first state; and
the switching (2000) switches the state of the
upper component box from the first state to the
second state while maintaining the connection
of each of the connection elements with both the
upper component box and the heating mecha-
nism.

13. The maintenance method according to claim 11,
wherein:

the hot-water supply unit (100) further compris-
es
connection elements (831) connected to both
the upper component box (820) and the heating
mechanism (700) when the upper component
box is in the first state, each of the connection
elements being detachable from at least one of
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the upper component box and the heating mech-
anism; and
the maintenance method further comprises
disconnecting each of the connection elements
from at least one of the upper component box
and the heating mechanism after removing the
removable side plate (212) and before the
switching the state of the upper component box.

Patentansprüche

1. Warmwasserversorgungseinheit (100) mit:

einem Gehäuse (200);
einem Tank (300), der im Gehäuse angeordnet
und
konfiguriert ist, Wasser zu speichern;
einem Heizmechanismus (700), der in einem
Maschinenraum (110) angeordnet ist, der durch
das Gehäuse darin gebildet wird, und der kon-
figuriert ist, das im Tank gespeicherte Wasser
aufzuheizen; und
einer elektrischen Komponenteneinheit (800),
die im Maschinenraum angeordnet ist und meh-
rere elektrische Komponenten aufweist, die
konfiguriert sind, mindestens einen Teil des
Heizmechanismus zu betreiben;
wobei:

das Gehäuse eine entfernbare Seitenplatte
(212) aufweist, die mindestens einen Teil
des Maschinenraums abdeckt;
der Heizmechanismus in Bezug auf die ent-
fernbare Seitenplatte hinter der elektri-
schen Komponenteneinheit angeordnet ist;
die elektrische Komponenteneinheit einen
unteren Komponentenkasten (810), der
mindestens eine der elektrischen Kompo-
nenten beherbergt, und einen oberen Kom-
ponentenkasten (820) aufweist, der min-
destens eine andere der elektrischen Kom-
ponenten beherbergt; und
der obere Komponentenkasten konfiguriert
ist, zwischen einem ersten Zustand, in dem
er dem unteren Komponentenkasten inner-
halb des Gehäuses angeordnet ist, und ei-
nem zweiten Zustand umgeschaltet zu wer-
den, in dem er außerhalb des Gehäuses an-
geordnet ist,

dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass:

der Heizmechanismus über dem Tank an-
geordnet ist;
die Warmwasserversorgungseinheit ferner
aufweist:

einen Wärmeisolator (400), der an ei-
ner unteren Innenseite des Gehäuses
angeordnet ist,
einen Hauptrahmen (600), der inner-
halb des Maschinenraums angeordnet
ist, um den Heizmechanismus und die
elektrische Komponenteneinheit im
Wesentlichen innerhalb des Hauptrah-
mens zu halten, und
eine Trägerplatte (500), die zwischen
dem Wärmeisolator und dem Haupt-
rahmen angeordnet ist und den Haupt-
rahmen in Bezug auf den Wärmeisola-
tor trägt;

der obere Komponentenkasten am Haupt-
rahmen in einer abnehmbaren Weise ange-
bracht ist; und
das Gehäuse so konfiguriert ist, dass im
ersten Zustand mindestens ein Teil des
oberen Komponentenkastens zum Äuße-
ren des Gehäuses freiliegt, wenn die ent-
fernbare Seitenplatte entfernt ist.

2. Warmwasserversorgungseinheit (100) nach An-
spruch 1, wobei:

die entfernbare Seitenplatte (212) konfiguriert
ist, eine Inspektionsöffnung (262) abzudecken,
die in dem Gehäuse (200) ausgebildet ist und
zum Maschinenraum (110) führt; und
das Gehäuse so konfiguriert ist, dass der obere
Komponentenkasten (820) durch die Inspekti-
onsöffnung zwischen dem ersten Zustand und
dem zweiten Zustand umgeschaltet werden
kann.

3. Warmwasserversorgungseinheit (100) nach An-
spruch 2, wobei:
die Position des unteren Endes des oberen Kompo-
nentenkastens (820) im ersten Zustand höher oder
gleich der Position des unteren Endes der Inspekti-
onsöffnung (262) ist.

4. Warmwasserversorgungseinheit (100) nach einem
der Ansprüche 1 bis 3, wobei:
der obere Komponentenkasten (820) eine Öffnung
in einer Seitenfläche aufweist, wobei die Seitenflä-
che zur entfernbaren Seitenplatte (212) weist, wenn
sich der obere Komponentenkasten im ersten Zu-
stand befindet.

5. Warmwasserversorgungseinheit (100) nach einem
der Ansprüche 1 bis 4, wobei:
der obere Komponentenkasten (820) beweglich ge-
halten wird, so dass der obere Komponentenkasten
im ersten Zustand und der obere Komponentenkas-
ten im zweiten Zustand im Wesentlichen parallel ist.
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6. Warmwasserversorgungseinheit (100) nach einem
der Ansprüche 1 bis 5, die ferner aufweist:
ein Stabilisierungselement (823R, 823L, 612R,
612L, 211) das konfiguriert ist, den oberen Kompo-
nentenkasten (820) im zweiten Zustand in Bezug auf
das Gehäuse (200) zu stabilisieren.

7. Warmwasserversorgungseinheit (100) nach einem
der Ansprüche 1 bis 6, die ferner aufweist:

Verbindungselemente (831), die sowohl mit
dem oberen Komponentenkasten (820) als
auch mit dem Heizmechanismus (700) verbun-
den sind,
wobei:
jedes der Verbindungselemente aus einem fle-
xiblen Material besteht und eine Länge aufweist,
die lang genug ist, um die Verbindung sowohl
mit dem oberen Komponentenkasten als auch
mit dem Heizmechanismus aufrechtzuerhalten,
wenn sich der obere Komponentenkasten im
zweiten Zustand befindet, oder von mindestens
einem des oberen Komponentenkastens und
des Heizmechanismus abnehmbar ist.

8. Warmwasserversorgungseinheit (100) nach einem
der Ansprüche 1 bis 7, wobei:
die im unteren Komponentenkasten (810) unterge-
brachte elektrische Komponente einen Transforma-
tor aufweist.

9. Warmwasserversorgungseinheit (100) nach einem
der Ansprüche 1 bis 8, wobei:
die Höhe der elektrischen Komponenteneinheit
(800) im ersten Zustand größer als die Höhe der ent-
fernbaren Seitenplatte (212) ist.

10. Warmwasserversorgungseinheit (100) nach An-
spruch 2 oder 3, wobei:
die Höhe der elektrische Komponenteneinheit (800)
im ersten Zustand größer als die Höhe der Inspek-
tionsöffnung (262) ist.

11. Wartungsverfahren einen Heizmechanismus (700)
einer Warmwasserversorgungseinheit (100),
wobei die Warmwasserversorgungseinheit auf-
weist:

ein Gehäuse (200);
einen Tank (300), der in dem Gehäuse ange-
ordnet und konfiguriert ist, Wasser zu speichern;
einen Heizmechanismus (700), der in einem
Maschinenraum (110) angeordnet ist, der durch
das Gehäuse darin gebildet wird, und der kon-
figuriert ist, das im Tank gespeicherte Wasser
aufzuheizen; und
eine elektrische Komponenteneinheit (800), die
im Maschinenraum angeordnet ist und mehrere

elektrische Komponenten aufweist, die konfigu-
riert sind, mindestens einen Teil des Heizme-
chanismus zu betreiben;
wobei:

das Gehäuse eine entfernbare Seitenplatte
(212) aufweist, die mindestens einen Teil
des Maschinenraums abdeckt;
der Heizmechanismus in Bezug auf die ent-
fernbare Seitenplatte hinter der elektri-
schen Komponenteneinheit angeordnet ist;
und
die elektrische Komponenteneinheit einen
unteren Komponentenkasten (810), der
mindestens eine der elektrischen Kompo-
nenten beherbergt, und einen oberen Kom-
ponentenkasten (820) aufweist, der min-
destens eine andere der elektrischen Kom-
ponenten beherbergt;

wobei das Wartungsverfahren aufweist:

Entfernen (S1000) der entfernbaren Seiten-
platte; und
Umschalten (S2000) des Zustands des
oberen Komponentenkastens von einem
ersten Zustand, in dem der obere Kompo-
nentenkasten auf dem unteren Komponen-
tenkasten innerhalb des Gehäuses ange-
ordnet ist, auf einen zweiten Zustand, in
dem der obere Komponentenkasten außer-
halb des Gehäuses angeordnet ist,

dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass:

der Heizmechanismus über dem Tank an-
geordnet ist;
die Warmwasserversorgungseinheit ferner
aufweist:

einen Wärmeisolator (400), der an ei-
ner unteren Innenseite des Gehäuses
angeordnet ist,
einen Hauptrahmen (600), der inner-
halb des Maschinenraums angeordnet
ist, um den Heizmechanismus und die
elektrische Komponenteneinheit im
Wesentlichen innerhalb des Hauptrah-
mens zu halten, und
eine Trägerplatte (500), die zwischen
dem Wärmeisolator und dem Haupt-
rahmen angeordnet ist und den Haupt-
rahmen in Bezug auf den Wärmeisola-
tor trägt;

der obere Komponentenkasten am Haupt-
rahmen in einer abnehmbaren Weise ange-
bracht ist; und
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das Gehäuse so konfiguriert ist, dass im ersten
Zustand mindestens ein Teil des oberen Kom-
ponentenkastens zum Äußeren des Gehäuses
freiliegt, wenn die entfernbare Seitenplatte ent-
fernt ist; und
das Umschalten das Abnehmen des oberen
Komponentenkastens vom Hauptrahmen auf-
weist.

12. Wartungsverfahren nach Anspruch 11, wobei die
Warmwasserversorgungseinheit (100) ferner auf-
weist:

Verbindungselemente (831), die sowohl mit
dem oberen Komponentenkasten (820) als
auch mit dem Heizmechanismus (700) verbun-
den sind, wenn sich der obere Komponenten-
kasten im ersten Zustand befindet; und
das Umschalten (2000) den Zustand des oberen
Komponentenkastens vom ersten Zustand in
den zweiten Zustand umschaltet, während die
Verbindung von jedem der Verbindungsele-
mente sowohl mit dem oberen Komponenten-
kasten (820) als auch mit dem Heizmechanis-
mus aufrechterhalten wird.

13. Wartungsverfahren nach Anspruch 11, wobei die
Warmwasserversorgungseinheit (100) ferner auf-
weist:

Verbindungselemente (831), die sowohl mit
dem oberen Komponentenkasten (820) als
auch mit dem Heizmechanismus (700) verbun-
den sind, wenn sich der obere Komponenten-
kasten im ersten Zustand befindet, wobei jedes
der Verbindungselemente von mindestens ei-
nem des oberen Komponentenkastens und des
Heizmechanismus abnehmbar ist; und
das Wartungsverfahren ferner aufweist:
Trennen jedes der Verbindungselemente von
mindestens einem des oberen Komponenten-
kastens und des Heizmechanismus nach dem
Entfernen der entfernbaren Seitenplatte (212)
und vor dem Umschalten des Zustands des obe-
ren Komponentenkastens.

Revendications

1. Unité d’alimentation en eau chaude (100),
comprenant :

un boîtier (200) ;
un réservoir (300) disposé à l’intérieur du boîtier,
et prévu pour stocker de l’eau ;
un mécanisme de chauffage (700) disposé à l’in-
térieur d’un espace de machine (110) formé par
le boîtier dans celui-ci, et prévu pour chauffer

l’eau stockée dans le réservoir ; et
une unité de composants électriques (800) dis-
posée à l’intérieur de l’espace de machine, et
pourvue d’une pluralité de composants électri-
ques prévus pour actionner au moins une partie
du mécanisme de chauffage ;
où :

le boîtier comporte un panneau latéral amo-
vible (212) couvrant au moins une partie de
l’espace de machine ;
le mécanisme de chauffage est disposé à
l’arrière de l’unité de composants électri-
ques par rapport au panneau latéral
amovible ;
l’unité de composants électriques com-
prend une boîte de composants inférieure
(810) recevant au moins un des compo-
sants électriques, et une boîte de compo-
sants supérieure (820) recevant au moins
un autre des composants électriques ; et
la boîte de composants supérieure est pré-
vue pour être commutée entre un premier
état de positionnement sur la boîte de com-
posants inférieure à l’intérieur du boîtier et
un deuxième état de positionnement à l’ex-
térieur du boîtier,

caractérisée en ce que :

le mécanisme de chauffage est disposé au-
dessus du réservoir ;
l’unité d’alimentation en eau chaude com-
prend en outre un isolant thermique (400)
disposé en bas à l’intérieur du boîtier,
un cadre principal (600) disposé à l’intérieur
de l’espace de machine pour supporter le
mécanisme de chauffage et l’unité de com-
posants électriques sensiblement à l’inté-
rieur du cadre principal, et
une plaque de support (500) disposée entre
l’isolant thermique et le cadre principal et
supportant le cadre principal par rapport à
l’isolant thermique ;

la boîte de composants supérieure est fixée au
cadre principal de manière amovible ; et
le boîtier est prévu pour qu’au moins une partie
de la boîte de composants supérieure soit dans
le premier état exposée à l’extérieur du boîtier
quand le panneau latéral amovible est retiré.

2. Unité d’alimentation en eau chaude (100) selon la
revendication 1, où :

le panneau latéral amovible (212) est prévu pour
couvrir une ouverture d’inspection (262) formée
dans le boîtier (200) et menant à l’espace de
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machine (110) ; et
le boîtier est prévu pour que la boîte de compo-
sants supérieure (820) puisse être commutée
entre le premier état et le deuxième état par
l’ouverture d’inspection.

3. Unité d’alimentation en eau chaude (100) selon la
revendication 2, où :

l’extrémité inférieure de la boîte de composants
supérieure (820) est dans le premier état posi-
tionnée au-dessus ou à la même hauteur que
l’extrémité inférieure de l’ouverture d’inspection
(262).

4. Unité d’alimentation en eau chaude (100) selon l’une
des revendications 1 à 3, où :
la boîte de composants supérieure (820) présente
une ouverture dans une surface latérale, ladite sur-
face latérale faisant face au panneau latéral amovi-
ble (212) quand la boîte de composants supérieure
est dans le premier état.

5. Unité d’alimentation en eau chaude (100) selon l’une
des revendications 1 à 4, où :
la boîte de composants supérieure (820) est suppor-
tée de manière mobile, de telle manière que la boîte
de composants supérieure dans le premier état et la
boîte de composants supérieure dans le deuxième
état sont sensiblement parallèles.

6. Unité d’alimentation en eau chaude (100) selon l’une
des revendications 1 à 5, comprenant en outre :
un élément de stabilisation (823R, 823L, 612R,
612L, 211) prévu pour stabiliser la boîte de compo-
sants supérieure (820) dans le deuxième état par
rapport au boîtier (200).

7. Unité d’alimentation en eau chaude (100) selon l’une
des revendications 1 à 6, comprenant en outre :

des éléments de connexion (831) raccordés à
la boîte de composants supérieure (820) et au
mécanisme de chauffage (700) ,
où :
chacun des éléments de connexion est consti-
tué d’un matériau flexible et a une longueur suf-
fisante pour maintenir la connexion avec la boîte
de composants supérieure et avec le mécanis-
me de chauffage quand la boîte de composants
supérieure est dans le deuxième état, ou est
amovible de la boîte de composants supérieure
et/ou du mécanisme de chauffage.

8. Unité d’alimentation en eau chaude (100) selon l’une
des revendications 1 à 7, où :
le composant électrique logé dans la boîte de com-
posants inférieure (810) comprend un transforma-

teur.

9. Unité d’alimentation en eau chaude (100) selon l’une
des revendications 1 à 8, où :
l’unité de composants électriques (800) dans le pre-
mier état a une hauteur supérieure à celle du pan-
neau latéral amovible (212).

10. Unité d’alimentation en eau chaude (100) selon la
revendication 2 ou la revendication 3, où :
l’unité de composants électriques (800) dans le pre-
mier état a une hauteur supérieure à celle de l’ouver-
ture d’inspection (262).

11. Procédé d’entretien d’un mécanisme de chauffage
(700) d’une unité d’alimentation en eau chaude
(100),
ladite unité d’alimentation en eau chaude
comprenant :

un boîtier (200) ;
un réservoir (300) disposé à l’intérieur du boîtier,
et prévu pour stocker de l’eau ;
un mécanisme de chauffage (700) disposé à l’in-
térieur d’un espace de machine (110) formé par
le boîtier dans celui-ci, et prévu pour chauffer
l’eau stockée dans le réservoir ; et
une unité de composants électriques (800) dis-
posée à l’intérieur de l’espace de machine, et
pourvue d’une pluralité de composants électri-
ques prévus pour actionner au moins une partie
du mécanisme de chauffage,
où :

le boîtier comporte un panneau latéral amo-
vible (212) couvrant au moins une partie de
l’espace de machine ;
le mécanisme de chauffage est disposé à
l’arrière de l’unité de composants électri-
ques par rapport au panneau latéral
amovible ; et
l’unité de composants électriques com-
prend une boîte de composants inférieure
(810) recevant au moins un des compo-
sants électriques, et une boîte de compo-
sants supérieure (820) recevant au moins
un autre des composants électriques,

ledit procédé d’entretien comprenant :

le retrait (S1000) du panneau latéral
amovible ; et
la commutation (S2000) d’état de la boîte
de composants supérieure d’un premier
état où la boîte de composants supérieure
est disposée sur la boîte de composants in-
férieure à l’intérieur du boîtier vers un
deuxième état où la boîte de composants
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supérieure est disposée à l’extérieur du boî-
tier,

caractérisé en ce que :

le mécanisme de chauffage est disposé au-
dessus du réservoir ;
l’unité d’alimentation en eau chaude com-
prend en outre un isolant thermique (400)
disposé en bas à l’intérieur du boîtier,
un cadre principal (600) disposé à l’intérieur
de l’espace de machine pour supporter le
mécanisme de chauffage et l’unité de com-
posants électriques sensiblement à l’inté-
rieur du cadre principal, et
une plaque de support (500) disposée entre
l’isolant thermique et le cadre principal et
supportant le cadre principal par rapport à
l’isolant thermique ;

la boîte de composants supérieure est fixée au
cadre principal de manière amovible ;
le boîtier est prévu pour qu’au moins une partie
de la boîte de composants supérieure soit dans
le premier état exposée à l’extérieur du boîtier
quand le panneau latéral amovible est retiré ; et
la commutation comprend le retrait de la boîte
de composants supérieure du cadre principal.

12. Procédé d’entretien selon la revendication 11, où :

l’unité d’alimentation en eau chaude (100) com-
prend en outre
des éléments de connexion (831) raccordés à
la boîte de composants supérieure (820) et au
mécanisme de chauffage (700) quand la boîte
de composants supérieure est dans le premier
état ; et
la commutation (2000) fait passer l’état de la boî-
te de composants supérieure du premier état au
deuxième état en maintenant la connexion de
chacun des éléments de connexion avec la boîte
de composants supérieure et avec le mécanis-
me de chauffage.

13. Procédé d’entretien selon la revendication 11, où :

l’unité d’alimentation en eau chaude (100) com-
prend en outre
des éléments de connexion (831) raccordés à
la boîte de composants supérieure (820) et au
mécanisme de chauffage (700) quand la boîte
de composants supérieure est dans le premier
état, chacun des éléments de connexion étant
amovible de la boîte de composants supérieure
et/ou du mécanisme de chauffage ; et où
ledit procédé d’entretien comprend en outre la
déconnexion de chacun des éléments de con-

nexion de la boîte de composants supérieure
et/ou du mécanisme de chauffage après retrait
du panneau latéral amovible (212) et avant com-
mutation de l’état de la boîte de composants su-
périeure.
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